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‘Cats’ star Jason Derulo makes waves in Magic City
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HITMAKER
JASON DERULO TACKLES HIS FIRST FILM ROLE IN "CATS"

BEFORE Jessica Chastain strode through the star-studded world of a Broadway musical, just like Jason Derulo did in "Cats." With the scent of dawn in the air, he stepped out in a sleek, Therapy Techno, striking the perfect pose for his first film role. The 29-year-old singer and dancer, known for his energetic performances, was ready to take on the role of a lifetime.

"I grew up watching movies and TV shows with cats," he confessed. "So when this opportunity came up, I knew I had to give it a shot." The role was a dream come true for the aspiring actor, who had always wanted to bring his love for feline friends to the big screen.

The film was directed by singer-songwriter and actor Tom Hanks, who also starred in the iconic movie. "I learned so much from Tom," Derulo said. "He's a true professional and a kind soul."

"Cats" is a reimagining of T.S. Eliot's "Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats" and follows the lives of a group of cats living in a community called "The Jellicle Ball." Derulo played the role of a young cat named "Gus," a character known for his love of jazz music.

"I was thrilled to be part of such a talented cast," Derulo added. "It was an honor to work with actors like James Corden, Idris Elba, and Taylor Swift." The experience was not only challenging, but also incredibly rewarding.

"It was a thrilling ride," he continued. "I learned so much from these talented performers, and I can't wait to see what they do next." Derulo's dedication to his craft was evident in his performance, which earned him critical acclaim.

"I'm so grateful for the opportunity," he said. "I hope it's just the beginning of many more film roles to come."
opened while on tour in Australia. "She is just incredibly and will be quick," he says of the 53-year-old pop diva. "She is definitely someone that I've danced with." But the two connected beyond popping and locking: "She's an absolute sweetheart, honestly. She reminds me a lot of my sister - the sweetest person you could possibly imagine, but if you cross her, then the attitude will come out, too!" Derulo will be busting out some of his signature moves to the tracks on his new EP, "Dishes U Like," which dropped just before Christmas and "Dishes U Like 2," early next year. The two-song set in his "2Sides" EP was "Everything Is 4." "I had been planning to put it out a long time ago, but circumstances kind of got in the way," he says. "I got 'Cats,' and I didn't wanna release [it] while I was working on 'Cats.'"

But the time away from the pop world allowed him to grow as a man and a musician. "I think the biggest change is age and experience," he says. "Me growing up as a man, me growing as a musician, has brought a lot of things into play. It's changed the way that I sing, the way that I write songs, changed the way that I see things. Right now, I'm just excited to have music out in the world. I feel like a huge weight has been lifted off my back. I'm excited to release more. It's always a process that gives me life."

Two years after the high-profile relationship with 2007 American Idol Jordin Sparks - and their subsequent breakup in 2014 - taught Derulo a lot about life. "I've learned that I really don't want to be in a relationship," he says. "I don't think it's that time in my life. I'm so focused on my craft and my art, man, that there's very little time to give to somebody at this point in my life. I'm very single — super single!"

And the two exes aren't exactly friendly: "No, we're not. But not for any particular reason ... She's happy, she has her family — her kid and her husband [model Dana Isaiah] — so I'm happy for her."

Ten years after his debut single, "Whatcha Say" - which went No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 - Derulo is still going hard in the music game. Not that he's surprised: "I've always been a 'by any means necessary' kind of guy. I was gonna make it happen by any means necessary. With that being said, it was a dream."

And in the past decade, he's learned just how to wangle around the business. At first, he says, "I was trying to figure out who I had to be to be successful, as opposed to being the person that I am. I think with years and with experience, you can have both. You don't have to become somebody else or something else to be successful. "You have to make mistakes, you have to fall on your face to become the person that you dream of," he continues. "There's no better teacher than holding the pain yourself."